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Study Description
Easter et al. used population models to analyze the expected pattern of recovery of sex-changing fish populations inside marine protected areas (MPAs). Many
fishes begin life female and then change to male when older. In these female-first
(protogynous) species, harvest tends to selectively remove males, shifting sex
ratios and impairing reproduction. Setting expectations for population recovery
inside MPAs requires understanding how quickly sex ratios (and reproduction)
rebound. Easter et al. show that whether sex-changing populations recover faster
or slower than non-sex-changing species depends on how many males a population needs for successful reproduction. This quantity can be estimated using field
experiments.
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Photo 1. (a) The California sheephead (Semicossyphus pulcher) is a female-first sex-changing species
protected inside MPAs in southern California. This individual is undergoing change from the orange
female stage to the black-head/red-body male stage. (b) A bluebanded goby (Lythrypnus dalli), also a
female-first sex-changing species, next to two experimental nests. Male gobies guard nests (usually rock
crevices) where multiple females lay clutches of eggs to be fertilized. Helpfully, the gobies readily use
plastic tubes lined with acetate sheeting as nests. This individual was tagged by researchers with a dorsal
subcutaneous injection of fluorescent orange polymer. (c) A male bluebanded goby defending one of
his nests. (d) An unrolled acetate sheet from an artificial nest; the small dark dots are bluebanded goby
eggs. Counting eggs in this way after experimentally manipulating the sex ratio on a small reef reveals
how many males are needed for successful reproduction. This information is then used to parameterize
population models like those of Easter et al. Photo credits: S. Hamilton (a, b, c), M. Adreani (d).
These photographs illustrate the article “Influence of protogynous sex change on recovery of
fish populations within marine protected areas” by E. E. Easter, M. S. Adreani, S. L. Hamilton, M. S.
Steele, S. Pang, and J. W. White published in Ecological Applications. https://doi.org/10.1002/eap.2070
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